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Abstract—A node in real hypercube systems often has links left unused, because each node is manufactured with a fixed number of links designed for a maximum sized configuration. In this paper, we investigate the hypercube with extra connections added between pairs of nodes through otherwise unused links. Those extra connections are made in a way to maximize the improvement of the performance measure of interest under various traffic distributions. The resulting hypercube, called the enhanced hypercube, requires a simple routing algorithm and is guaranteed not to create any traffic-congested point or link. The enhanced hypercube achieves noticeable improvement in diameter, mean internode distance, and traffic density, and also is more cost-effective when compared to a regular hypercube. An efficient broadcast algorithm which can considerably speed up the broadcast process in enhanced hypercubes is provided as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERCUBE structures have become the most popular message-passing architecture, and several multicomputer configurations based on the hypercube topology have been designed or even marketed [1]–[4]. There are quite a few hypercube systems currently in use, and with a few scores of nodes, they can deliver performance as high as typical supercomputers on a wide variety of computing problems [5], [6].

Messages in a hypercube may pass through a number of intermediate nodes before reaching their destinations. At each intermediate node, message-processing overhead and queuing delay contribute to the actual communication latency experienced by a message. When executing a job, poor performance may result from an excessive communication time, which could dominate the total run time. In order to maintain high performance for various computing problems, it is desirable to reduce the number of intermediate nodes visited by every message so that the total communication time is kept relatively less than the total computation time. This may be attained by reducing diameter and/or mean internode distance.

In this paper, we study the hypercube where extra connections are established between pairs of cube nodes through otherwise unused links left at each node, which when fabricated, is equipped with a fixed number of links permitting the construction of the maximum allowable size. A hypercube with extra connections, called skips, is referred to as an enhanced hypercube. The enhanced hypercube achieves a considerable reduction in diameter, and a noticeable improvement in mean internode distance and traffic density. The improvement may be translated into a respectable communication time reduction, yielding better performance. As an enhanced hypercube is found to be more cost-effective than a regular hypercube and to suffer from no practical implementation difficulty, it is also beneficial for any hypercube system with no available unused links to follow each node so as to accommodate an additional link, provided that the building block is not pin limited and is allowed to do so.

Unlike the alternative hypercube structure introduced by Hsu et al. [7] and the modified hypercube structure addressed by Esfahanian et al. [16], the proposed hypercube requires a routing algorithm essentially as simple as that for a regular hypercube. This allows us to modify not only hypercube systems to be manufactured, but also hypercube systems currently in use at a low cost, as will be seen in the subsection concerning implementation issues. Furthermore, the routing algorithm assures that a message would traverse at most one skip connection, avoiding any communication bottleneck.

The main objective of this work is to identify the best way of making skips under various traffic distributions and to evaluate the performance improvement of the resulting hypercube. After thorough analysis, it is found that making a skip from a node to its farthest (or second farthest) node for an even (or odd) dimensional hypercube gives rise to optimal or suboptimal performance improvement, provided that the locality of reference is not extremely heavy. This paper is organized as follows: Section II states necessary notation and background. In Section III, a routing procedure for the enhanced hypercube is presented first, followed by the expressions for three fundamental performance measures. Section IV illustrates such resulting hypercubes that attain the maximum improvement in the performance measure of interest under various traffic distributions. An effective broadcast algorithm which can speed up the broadcast process considerably in the proposed hypercubes is introduced in Section V. Section VI discusses the cost-effectiveness measure and implementation issues of the enhanced hypercubes. Finally, concluding remarks appear in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

An n-dimensional binary cube consists of $2^n$ nodes, and each node has $n$ links connected directly to $n$ nearest neighbors. A node in the cube can be addressed by a binary form $(x_{n-1}, \ldots, x_1, x_0)$. The addresses of a node and any one of its nearest neighbors differ in exactly one bit. The maximum number of link traversals a message may make between any two nodes is termed the diameter, and the mean number of traversals of a message is referred to as mean internode distance.

A. Node-to-Node Communication

The algorithm to route messages from one node to another in hypercubes is simple. Each issued message carries the relative address of its source node and its destination node as the routing tag (the relative address of two nodes, say $x$ and $y$, is the bitwise
Exclusive-OR of their addresses, \( x \oplus y \). To facilitate subsequent explanation, a link is assumed to have link number \( i \) if it connects two nodes whose addresses differ only in the \( i \)th bit position (starting with the least significant bit as bit 0). For example, the link between nodes (1101) and (0101) is referred to as link 3. The routing algorithm is formally described below as a procedure, which is executed by every node [9].

Algorithm A: (send or forward a message from node \( src \) to node \( dest \) with \( tag \leftarrow src \oplus dest \) in a regular hypercube):

If \( (tag = 0) \)

\{ send the message to local processor. \}

Else

\{ starting with the most significant bit of \( tag \):

\begin{align*}
& \text{send the message on link } i \text{ and set bit } i \text{ in } tag \text{ to zero.}
\end{align*}
\}

A message issued at node (0000) with tag 13, for example, is routed sequentially through (1000) and (1100) before reaching its destination (1101). This routing algorithm always finds the shortest paths for messages. In addition, the algorithm consistently scans tags from left to right, avoiding deadlock because higher dimension links are always demanded before lower dimension ones.

Suppose mean internode distance is denoted as \( D_{\text{mean}} \). An equation for \( D_{\text{mean}} \) in general interconnection structures is given [8] by

\[
D_{\text{mean}} = \sum_{l=1}^{n} l \times \phi(l)
\]

(1)

where \( \phi(l) \) is the probability of an arbitrary message traversing \( l \) links. It is obvious that different \( \phi(l) \)'s lead to different traffic distributions. Generally, traffic distributions can be uniform or nonuniform. There are many types of nonuniform traffic distributions [8], [10], reflecting distinct types of reference locality. Here, we consider only an interesting nonuniform traffic distribution which characterizes locality as follows: the probability of sending a message from a node to another node decreases as their distance increases. This traffic pattern seems very natural [8] because it reflects (to some extent) the reference locality of many parallel programs, like image processing applications. Other nonuniform traffic distributions can be studied along the same line.

A node is said to be \( l \) hops away from another node if the distance between these two nodes is \( l \). Let \( p_l \) be the probability of a message (issued at a given node) destined for a node \( l \) (> 0) hops away; and \( p_l \) equal \( g^{l-1} \), where \( g > 1 \) is the decreasing rate of a traffic distribution. The larger the value \( g \) is, the higher degree of locality the traffic pattern has. In fact, the case of \( g = 1 \) models the situation where there is no reference locality and represents a uniform traffic distribution.

Consider a given node in a hypercube. Let all nodes which are \( l \) hops away from the given node constitute a class, \( H_l \), \( 1 \leq l \leq n \). Class \( H_l \) contains \( \binom{n}{l} \) nodes. A message issued at a given node has to traverse \( l \) links before terminating at a node in \( H_l \). The probability of an issued message traversing \( l \) links is thus expressed by

\[
\phi(l) = \binom{n}{l} \times p_l
\]

where \( p_l = \alpha g^{l-1} \) (derived from the relationship of \( p_l = g p_{l+1} \)), with \( \alpha \) a constant chosen to normalize the probabilities \( \phi(l) \) such that their summation is equal to one. Consequently, \( \phi(l) \) becomes

\[
\phi(l) = \binom{n}{l} \times \alpha g^{l-1}
\]

(2)

This equation is applicable to uniform and nonuniform traffic distributions alike. By making use of this equation, we can calculate the probability of an issued message terminating at a particular node, since the summation of all \( \phi(l) \)'s is 1. It should be noted that \( \alpha \) is a function of only \( n \) and \( g \); so adding extra connections to a hypercube does not change \( \alpha \). (Here, we assume that the way of mapping an algorithm to nodes in the enhanced hypercube is identical to that in the regular hypercube.) As long as \( n \) and \( g \) remain unchanged, an \( \alpha \) computed from (2) is also applicable to the hypercube with extra connections and, thus, will be used later. For the case of \( g = 1 \), the probability for a given message to visit an arbitrary node is found from (2) to be \( \frac{1}{n^n} \), which indeed reflects a uniform traffic distribution. By (1) and (2), we are able to obtain \( D_{\text{mean}} \) of a hypercube. \( D_{\text{mean}} \) of several hypercubes with various \( g \)'s is shown in Fig. 1. It approaches \( (n/2)^{l-1} \) as \( n \) increases, in the case of uniform traffic distributions. When \( g \) increases, as expected, \( D_{\text{mean}} \) decreases in the same hypercube. It should be noticed that \( g = 1.5 \) is a case with severe reference locality, as the probability of a message destined for one hop away is then about 38 times as high as for ten hops away.

B. Broadcast Communication

Each node may be able to send a message through at most one outgoing link at a time, or to send/receive messages through all its outgoing/incoming links simultaneously, depending upon the node communication capability. We assume here that every link of nodes has a dedicated pair of transmitters and receivers so that messages can be sent/received through all links of a node at the same time. To broadcast a message from one node to all the other nodes in a hypercube of size \( N \) can then be achieved by sending the message in \( \log_2 N \) steps and sending the message nonredundantly, i.e., each broadcast message is sent to every node exactly once. The following broadcast algorithm is by Sullivan and Bashkow [9]. It is presented in a form of procedures and is executed by every node in a hypercube.

Algorithm B: (origin or forward a broadcast message in a regular hypercube):

If (this node is the originating node)

\{ set weight to \( \log_2 N \).

\{ for each link \( l \) from this node with \( l < \text{weight} \):

\begin{align*}
& \text{send the message on link } l \text{ with weight } = l.
\end{align*}
\}
\}

This algorithm is best illustrated by an example. A message broadcast from node (001) in a hypercube with eight nodes is
depicted in Fig. 2, where each arc is associated with a number reflecting its weight. When the message is generated at node (001), the weight is set to 3 and the message is sent through every arc to nodes (000), (011), and (101) with weights being 0, 1, and 2, respectively. After receiving the message and a weight, a node would forward the message to its immediate neighbors through every link $l$ which is less than the weight. For instance, node (101) would forward the message through link 0 and link 1 to node (100) and node (111), respectively. The process repeats and every node would receive exactly one copy of the message after 3 steps.

III. ENHANCED HYPERCUBES

The general measures for an interconnection structure include diameter, mean internode distance, traffic density over a link, the number of connection links per node, routing control complexity, and visit ratios, among others [8], [10], [11]. Several of them are interrelated, e.g., a smaller diameter tends to give a shorter mean internode distance under the same traffic distribution; a shorter mean internode distance leads to lighter traffic density and smaller visit ratios, given the same amount of links and nodes; etc.

Suppose a skip is established between every pair of nodes,

$$ (x_{n-1} \cdots x_n \cdots x_{k-1} \cdots 1 \cdots 0) \quad \text{and} \quad (x_{n-1} \cdots x_n \cdots x_{k-1} \cdots 0 \cdots 1), $$

with $0 \leq k \leq n - 2$. The three-dimensional enhanced hypercubes with $k = 1$ and $0$ are sketched in Fig. 3. Different $k$'s lead to different enhanced hypercubes and would yield different degrees of performance improvement. Now, two issues associated with enhanced hypercubes are yet to be solved:

1) What is a proper routing algorithm?
2) What are the results of performance measures of enhanced hypercubes?

The second issue is important because the results make it possible for us to find out the best way of establishing skips such that the performance improvement of the resulting hypercubes (with respect to a certain measure) is maximized. They also enable us to compare enhanced hypercubes to their regular counterparts. In the following, we address these two issues separately.

A. NODE-TO-NODE ROUTING ALGORITHM

To route messages in an enhanced hypercube is essentially the same as in a regular hypercube described previously. However, the routing algorithm has to take advantage of skips as much as possible and avoid creating any potential traffic bottleneck. Whenever a message is initially generated at a node, its tag is checked to decide if the message should traverse the additional link to reduce traversals (the tag of a message is again the bitwise Exclusive-OR of its source and destination addresses). The decision is made according to the total number of nonzero bits in the least significant $(n-k)$ bits of the tag: if there are more than $[(n-k)/2]$ nonzero bits, the message is delivered through the skip; otherwise, the message takes one of the regular links. When a message is sent over a skip, the lower $(n-k)$ bits of the tag are complemented. From then on, the routing process is exactly identical to Algorithm A given earlier. A node thus treats pass-through messages in the same way as a node in a regular hypercube. It is this property that enables us to modify hypercubes easily, as will be discussed in Section VI (regarding implementation issues). The routing algorithm is formally described as follows.

Algorithm C: (send or forward a message from node $src$ to node $dest$ with tag $\leftarrow src \oplus dest$ in an enhanced hypercube):

if $(src$ is not the originating node)

{ the same as Algorithm A. }

else

{ count the number of nonzero bits in the least significant $(n-k)$ bits of tag. 

if (the number of nonzero bits $\geq [(n-k)/2]$)

{ send the message through the skip and complement the lower $(n-k)$ bits of tag. } 

else

{ the same as Algorithm A. } 

} 

Like Algorithm A, this algorithm is executed by each node and can readily be shown deadlock-free because it selects skips
first whenever necessary, and then scans tags along a consistent order; the ordering ensures that no deadlocks can occur. A message routed by Algorithm C takes at most one skip in an enhanced hypercube. However, messages can be guaranteed to follow shortest paths in any case, as described below (a proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix).

**Theorem 1:** A message routed by Algorithm C always follows a shortest path in any enhanced hypercube.

Since a newly generated message in an enhanced hypercube may or may not traverse a skip, and the total number of skips is smaller than that of total regular links, it can easily be verified from Algorithm C that the traffic amount over regular links and the amount over skips are not equivalent. As a consequence, an enhanced hypercube no longer possesses link symmetry and its skips should be utilized efficiently. From the above theorem, it is sure that there is no need to route a message along skips repeatedly, avoiding heavy traffic over skips. In fact, traffic density is shown to be no higher on skips than on regular links in the next section. No skip would possibly become a system bottleneck. A simple yet effective broadcasting algorithm that can speed up the broadcasting process in enhanced hypercubes will be presented in Section V.

**B. Results of Performance Measures**

Among general measures of an interconnection structure, diameter, mean internode distance, and traffic density are of particular interest. The results of the three measures of an enhanced hypercube are derived below.

**Diameter:** For an enhanced hypercube of size \(2^n\) in which there is a skip between every pair of nodes, \((x_{a-1} \cdots x_{a-k}x_{a-k+1} \cdots x_0)\) and \((x_{b-1} \cdots x_{b-k}x_{b-k+1} \cdots x_0)\), we have the following theorem (a proof is provided in the Appendix). It can be seen that the reduction in diameters depends entirely on \(k\), with a maximum of about 50% reduction (when \(k = 0\)).

**Theorem 2:** The diameter of an \(n\)-dimensional enhanced hypercube with a given \(k\) is \([n + (n - k)/2]\).

**Mean Internode Distance:** To derive \(D_{mean}\) of an enhanced hypercube is involved because added connections may change the distance between a given node and a node in Class \(H_k\). Consider the distance between node \((000\cdots00)\) and nodes in \(H_k = \{(011), (101), (110)\}\), as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), where a skip exists between \((000)\) and \((011)\). The added connection makes the distance between \((000)\) and \((011)\) change from 2 to 1, while the distance between \((000)\) and any other node in \(H_k\) remains the same. Although (1) can still be applied to calculate \(D_{mean}\), we are no longer able to derive a simple expression for \(d(l)\) as given in (2).

Suppose that a skip is established between each pair of nodes, \((x_{a-1} \cdots x_{a-k}x_{a-k+1} \cdots x_0)\) and \((x_{b-1} \cdots x_{b-k}x_{b-k+1} \cdots x_0)\), \(0 \leq k \leq n - 2\). Without loss of generality, we may consider merely the distance between an arbitrary node and node \((000\cdots00)\) in such an enhanced hypercube. Let us examine the distance between a node \((x_{a-1} \cdots x_{a-k}x_{a-k+1} \cdots x_0)\) in Class \(H_{n-k}\), \(0 \leq j \leq k\), and the node \((000\cdots00)\) first. Assume \(i\) out of the \(n - k\) bits of \(x_{a-k-1} \cdots x_0\) are "0"; then, \(i + j\) of the \(k\) bits of \(x_{b-k-1} \cdots x_0\) must be "1" because totally \(n - k - j\) bits are "1". For a message being transmitted between the two nodes, the message requires \(j + 2\cdot i\) additional hops to reach its destination if it ever traverses the skip. This is because after the traversal, the message is at a node whose address has \(j + 2\cdot i\) corresponding bits differing from its tag. Thus, the distance between the two nodes equals \(\min(1 + j + 2\cdot i, n - k + j)\), where \(\min(a, b)\) is the minimum of \(a\) and \(b\). Among the total \(\binom{n}{k} \binom{k}{i}\) \(\binom{n-k}{i}\) of them have this type of address. Since \(i\) can be 0, 1, \cdots, or \(\min(k - j, n - k)\) and the probability of a message issued by node \((000\cdots00)\) destined for any node in \(H_{n-k}\) is \(\alpha_0\binom{n-k}{i}\) \(\binom{k}{i}\), where \(\alpha_0\) is the same as in a regular hypercube and is obtained as described earlier, we have

\[
D_{\text{mean}}(n-k) = \alpha_0 \binom{n-k}{i} \binom{k}{i} \sum_{j=0}^{\min(k-j, n-k)} \binom{n-j}{i} \binom{k-j}{i+j} \times \min(1 + j + 2\cdot i, n - k + j)
\]

where \(D_{\text{mean}}\) denotes the mean distance of a message between node \((000\cdots00)\) and \(H_k\), given that the message is directed to a node in \(H_k\). It is interesting to see that

\[
\binom{n-k}{i} \binom{k}{i+j} \binom{n-j}{i} \binom{k-j}{i+j}
\]

is equal to \(\binom{n}{n-k}\), and every node in \(H_{n-k}\) is thus considered in (3).

Likewise, the distance between a node \((x_{a-1} \cdots x_{a-k}x_{a-k+1} \cdots x_0)\) and node \((000\cdots00)\) in Class \(H_{n-k}\), \(1 \leq j < n - k\), and the node \((000\cdots00)\) can be examined. Suppose \(i\) out of the \(k\) bits of \(x_{a-k-1} \cdots x_0\) are "1"; then, \(i + j\) of the \(n - k\) bits of \(x_{a-k-1} \cdots x_0\) must be "0". The distance between these two nodes is \(\min(1 + j + 2\cdot i, n - k - j)\). Therefore, we have

\[
D_{\text{mean}}(n-k-j) = \alpha_0 \binom{n-k-j}{i} \binom{k-j}{i+j} \times \min(1 + j + 2\cdot i, n - k - j).
\]

Similarly, we can observe that every node in \(H_{n-k}\) is included in (4). With (3) and (4), the mean internode distance, \(D_{\text{mean}}\), immediately follows

\[
D_{\text{mean}} = \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} D_{\text{mean}}(n-k+j) + \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} D_{\text{mean}}(n-k-j).
\]

**Traffic Density:** Traffic density is an important structure measure because higher traffic density tends to cause longer delay, potentially yielding poor performance. It is measured in terms of messages per link per unit time, given that each node issues one random message per unit time. In an enhanced hypercube, traffic density on a regular link (denoted by \(TD_s\)) is different from that on a link (denoted by \(TD_e\)). \(TD_e\) and \(TD_s\) are derived below.

According to our routing algorithm, an issued message takes a skip immediately after it is generated only if the least significant \((n - k)\) bits of its source and destination addresses differ in \(l\) bits such that \([l - k]/2 < l \leq n - k\), whereas the most significant \(k\) bits can be arbitrary. Since each skip is shared by two nodes, we have

\[
TD_s = 2 \times \sum_{k=0}^{n-k} \binom{n-k}{l} \times \left(\sum_{j=0}^{k} \binom{k}{j} \times p_{l+j}\right)
\]

where \(p_l = \alpha_0\binom{n-k}{l}\) with \(\alpha_0\) obtained from (2).

Every node generates a random message and every message behaves statistically identically; so we can obtain \(TD_s\) by using \(D_{\text{area}}\) and \(TD_s\). It is easy to see that the total number of traversals made by all the generated \(2^n\) messages is \(2^n \times D_{\text{area}}\), which is shared by \(n2^{n-1}\) regular links and \(2^n\) skips. The number of traversals over the \(2^n\) skips is \(2^n - TD_s\) (because a message takes only one skip traversal), so the amount of traversals over the \(n2^{n-1}\) regular links is \(2^n - 2^n \times D_{\text{area}}\).
Fig. 4. Mean internode distance \( D_{\text{mean}} \) versus \( k \) under various traffic distributions (system size = 2\(^n\)).

\[
\text{TD}_0 = \frac{2 \times D_{\text{mean}} - \text{TD}_*}{n}.
\]

Notice that (6) and (7) are valid for enhanced hypercubes under uniform and nonuniform traffic distributions alike.

Unlike diameter, mean internode distance and traffic density depend not only on \( k \) but also on \( g \), the degree of reference locality. Our goal is to determine \( k \) so as to minimize one of the performance measures under consideration. With \( k \) determined, the other two performance measures can be obtained by utilizing the above expressions.

IV. OPTIMAL ENHANCED HYPERCUBES

An enhanced hypercube is said to be optimal with respect to a performance measure if it has the maximum improvement in that performance measure. Optimal enhanced hypercubes with respect to mean internode distance are discussed first.

A. With Respect to Mean Internode Distance

This type of optimal enhanced hypercube can be obtained by determining \( k \) such that (5) is minimized. To this end, we consider uniform and nonuniform traffic distributions separately.

Uniform Traffic Distributions: Mean internode distance \( D_{\text{mean}} \) versus \( k \) for \( n = 10 \) and \( 20 \) with \( g = 1 \) is shown in Fig. 4. Note that \( D_{\text{mean}} \) is identical to the mean internode distance of a regular hypercube given in Fig. 1 when \( k = n - 1 \) or \( k = n \). \( D_{\text{mean}} \) is found to be minimum as \( k = 0 \) for all system sizes. This means that a skip should be established between \((x_{n-1}, \ldots, x_1, x_0)\) and \((\bar{x}_{n-1}, \ldots, \bar{x}_1, \bar{x}_0)\) so as to achieve the maximum improvement in \( D_{\text{mean}} \).

The result is somewhat expected because skips are then employed to connect pairs of nodes which lie farthest apart. As a result, \( D_{\text{mean}} \) of the enhanced hypercube is reduced by 0.85 (with respect to that of the regular hypercube) for \( n = 10 \), or by 1.35 for \( n = 20 \) (see the cases of \( g = 1.0 \) in Fig. 5). The reduced amount grows as \( n \) increases and is always noticeable.

For example, \( D_{\text{mean}} \) in the enhanced hypercube of \( n = 20 \) is about equal to \( D_{\text{mean}} \) in the regular hypercube of \( n = 17 \) (inferred from Fig. 1), a system whose size is only 1/8 of \( 2^{20} \).

The diameter of an enhanced hypercube with \( k = 0 \) is reduced by roughly 50% for all sized systems. Traffic density over a link in enhanced hypercubes can be evaluated by making use of (6) and (7). Table 1 illustrates \( \text{TD}_0 \) and \( \text{TD}_* \) for a variety of system sizes. Since \( \text{TD}_0 \) is consistently no larger than \( \text{TD}_* \), added skips never become communication bottlenecks for all sized systems. Traffic density in a regular hypercube (denoted by \( \text{TD}_* \)) can be computed by (7) with \( \text{TD}_* = 0 \). The ratio of \( \text{TD}_0 \) to \( \text{TD}_* \) for various system sizes is included in Table I. It can be seen that the improvement rate of traffic density over regular links is noticeable for \( g = 1.0 \), e.g., \( \text{TD}_0 \) is reduced by as much as 25% for \( n \leq 10 \), and by as much as 18% for \( n \) up to 20. The improvement is due to the reduced mean internode distance as well as an increased number of total links.

Nonuniform Traffic Distributions: From (3), (4), and (5), we are able to obtain \( D_{\text{mean}} \) of enhanced hypercubes for a given set of \( n, k, \) and \( g \). \( D_{\text{mean}} \) as a function of \( k \) for \( n = 10 \) and 20 under \( g = 1.2 \) and 1.5 is depicted in Fig. 4. Under \( g = 1.5 \), it is minimum as \( k = 0 \) for \( n = 10 \); and as \( k = 6 \) for \( n = 20 \). To improve \( D_{\text{mean}} \), the most, skips should be created between pairs of nodes determined by \( n \) and \( g \). In a system with \( n = 20 \), for example, node \((x_{19}, \ldots, x_2, x_1, x_0)\) is connected to node \((\bar{x}_{19}, \ldots, \bar{x}_2, \bar{x}_1, \bar{x}_0)\) to achieve the maximum improvement in \( D_{\text{mean}} \), when \( g = 1.5 \). The minimum \( D_{\text{mean}} \) versus \( n \) for \( g = 1.2 \) and 1.5 is shown in Fig. 6, where the number next to each point indicates the corresponding \( k \) that leads to the minimum \( D_{\text{mean}} \), and is termed \( k_{\text{opt}} \). Under moderately nonuniform traffic distributions (i.e., \( g = 1.2 \)), \( k_{\text{opt}} \) is no greater than 1, suggesting that the skip should be made to the farthest node (for an even-dimensional hypercube) or to the second farthest node (for an odd-dimensional hypercube). For hypercubes with heavily nonuniform traffic distributions (i.e., \( g = 1.5 \)), \( k_{\text{opt}} \) starts to grow linearly when \( n \) exceeds 15.

In Fig. 5, the amount of \( D_{\text{mean}} \) reduction under various \( g \)'s is shown. It can be observed from this figure that the improvement amount decreases for a given system as \( g \) increases. This is because when the degree of reference locality becomes higher, skips diminish their impact on shortening message traversals accordingly, as messages then are highly unlikely to be directed
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality (g)</th>
<th>Traffic density</th>
<th>n (system size = 2^n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s/TD</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s/TD</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TD_s</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: TD_s is less than TD, in an odd-dimensional hypercube, because from Eq. (6), the biggest term would happen at \( l = \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil \) but it is excluded.)

Fig. 6. Minimum mean internode distance versus system size (= 2^n) under nonuniform traffic distributions (k_opt is shown for each given g and n.)

Fig. 7. Minimum traffic density (on regular links) versus system size (= 2^n) under uniform traffic distributions. (TD_s, TD, and k_opt for each n are also shown.)

to far remote nodes. When g grows, an increasing number of messages terminate at closer nodes.

For a given enhanced hypercube, the ratio of traffic density improvement decreases for a larger g, as shown in Table I. This is because the improvement rate of \( D_{\text{mean}} \) declines as the degree of reference locality increases (see Fig. 5). From Table I, one can observe that a system with higher reference locality has a smaller TD_s. This is due to the fact that a diminishing amount of messages would traverse skips as g is raised. It is interesting to find from Table I that when g grows, traffic density over regular links also decreases, but not as significantly as over skips.

B. With Respect to Other Performance Measures

From Theorem 2, it is clear that \( k = 0 \) results in an optimal enhanced hypercube with respect to diameter under all traffic distributions, because diameter is independent of g’s.

We may arrive at optimal enhanced hypercubes with respect to traffic density from (6) and (7). It can be shown that TD_s is less than or equal to TD, for an arbitrary n, k, and g. If we attempt to keep the highest traffic density (which is TD) as low as possible, (7) is minimized to find out appropriate k’s.

In Figs. 7 and 8, minimum TD_s as a function of system size is sketched. Also given in the figures are TD, TD_s (traffic density over links in regular hypercubes), and the optimal k for each set of g and n. When reference locality is light to moderate (e.g., \( g \leq 1.2 \)), k_opt is 0 for an even n and 1 for an odd n, for n up to 20. When \( g = 1.5 \), k_opt starts to grow linearly, as n is beyond 11. It can be seen that the improvement in traffic density is always considerable. The diameter and mean internode distance of such an optimal enhanced hypercube can be evaluated easily.

V. BROADCAST ALGORITHM FOR ENHANCED HYPERCUBES

The global broadcast operation is one of the most important and frequently used operations in hypercubes [18]. For example, it can be employed to efficiently initialize vectors, to implement distributed agreement/election [19] and clock synchronization [20], etc. In an enhanced hypercube, the broadcast operation can be done much faster by making use of the added skips. The considerable speedup in broadcast could lead to noticeable performance improvement. A node, as before, is assumed to be
Fig. 8. Minimum traffic density (on regular links) versus system size \((n = 2^n)\) under nonuniform traffic distributions. \((TD_x, TD, \text{and } k_{\text{add}} \text{ for each } n \text{ and } g \text{ are also shown}).\)

capable of forwarding a broadcast message to all its outgoing links at a time.

The basic idea is that messages are now broadcast from a node to all the other nodes along two opposite directions at the same time. One direction starts from the originating node, say node \(X\), to other nodes via regular links, following a similar process described in Algorithm B. The other direction is from the farthest node of \(X\), node \(X'\), to other nodes, after a message is forwarded from \(X\) to \(X'\). This idea can be realized in an enhanced hypercube with given \(n\) and \(g\) as follows.

1) Assume that the skip is referred to as link \(n\).
2) Each broadcast message carries a tag along with it. A tag is a 3-tuple \(<op, index, count>\). Field \(op\) with value \(\text{"+"}\) (or \(\text{"-"}\)) indicates that the message is to be broadcast (or forwarded). Field \(index\) serves as weight \(w\) (see Algorithm D), if \(op\) = \(\text{"-"}\), \(index\) denotes the link number through which the message is to be forwarded, if \(op\) = \(\text{"+"}\). Field \(count\) keeps track of the number of remaining link traversals (i.e., broadcast steps) a message needs to make before it stops. As a message advances one step along a broadcast direction, \(count\) is subtracted by 1.
3) When a broadcast message is generated initially, its tag is prepared by the source node in the following manner. For a copy of the message that takes regular link \(l\) \((0 \leq l \leq n - 1)\), its tag is \(<+, l, c>\) with \(c = k + [(n - k)/2]\); whereas for the message that takes the skip, its tag is \(<-, n - k, c'>\) with \(c' = [(n - k)/2]\).
4) When a broadcast message reaches a node, the node responds differently, according to the tag of the message. If \(op\) = \(\text{"+"}\) (which means that the message is to be broadcast) or \(index\) = \(n\) (which means that the message has been forwarded to the farthest node, and from there on, the message is to be broadcast), the node, after keeping a copy, broadcasts the message through every link \(l\) such that \(l < index\), provided \(count\) is greater than 1; the tag of the message broadcast over link \(l\) is \(<+, l, count - 1>\). Otherwise, the node forwards the message with an updated tag \(<-, index + 1, count\) through link \(index\).

In this case, the node does not keep a copy of the message.

It can be observed from the above statements that a broadcast message traverses one and only one skip, i.e., the skip of the originating node. It never passes through the skip of any other node. The broadcast algorithm for enhanced hypercubes is formally described below.

Algorithm D: (Broadcast a message with \(tag = <op, index, count>\) in an enhanced hypercube):

If (the node is the originating node)
\{ send the message over each regular link \(l\) with a tag \(<+, l, c>\).
send the message over the skip with a tag \(<-, n - k, c'>\). \}

else
\{ if \((op = \text{"+"})\) or \((index = n)\)
\{ keep a copy of the message at the node.
if \((count > 1)\)
\{ for each link \(l\) from this node with \(l\) less than \(index\):
send the message over link \(l\) with a tag \(<+, l, count - 1>\). \}

else
\{ send the message with a tag \(<-, index + 1, count\) over link \(index\). \}
\}

Fig. 9 illustrates an example of a message broadcast from node \((00000)\) to all the other nodes in an enhanced hypercube with \(n = 5\) and \(k = 1\). A solid arrow originating from a node indicates that the node, after keeping a copy of the message, broadcasts the message, while a dashed arrow means that the node only forwards the message without keeping a copy. Every “sink” node also keeps a copy of the received message. Thus, node \((11111)\) keeps a copy only when the message is from node \((11111)\), which is the farthest node from node \((00000)\).

The following theorem shows that Algorithm D sends a message nonredundantly to all the other nodes in \(k + [(n - k)/2]\) steps, equivalent to the diameter of the enhanced hypercube. A proof of this theorem can be found in the Appendix.

Theorem 3: Algorithm D broadcasts a message nonredundantly from a node to all the other nodes in an enhanced hypercube with given \(n\) and \(k\) in \(k + [(n - k)/2]\) steps.

It is clear from Theorem 3 that the broadcast time in enhanced hypercubes can be reduced as considerably as the diameter. When \(k\) is 0, for example, the broadcast time is only about one half of that in a regular hypercube with the same size. For a small \(k\), the improvement is significant. It should be noted that the improvement amount is reduced if every node can forward a message to only a fixed, small number of outgoing links at a time.

VI. PRAGMATIC CONSIDERATIONS

It is known that in a multicomputer design, there is a tradeoff between the degree of a node and the diameter [11]-[13]. A structure with a low degree of nodes has a large diameter, and a structure that has a low diameter usually possesses a large degree of nodes. The \((\text{diameter} \times \text{degree of nodes})\) is therefore a good criterion for comparing different structures. In \(n\)-dimensional enhanced hypercubes, the degree of nodes is increased by \(1/n\) whereas the diameter is reduced approximately by 50% under a uniform traffic distribution. It is clear that the measure of \((\text{diameter} \times \text{degree of nodes})\) is better (i.e., smaller) in enhanced hypercubes than in regular hypercubes. Likewise, under nonuniform traffic distributions with \(g = 1.2\) or \(1.5\), it can...
also be seen that an enhanced hypercube has a better mentioned measure.

It is realized that skips in hypercubes can be created without incurring much additional hardware, as long as there is at least one link associated with each node left unused. For a hypercube with no unused links available, a natural question to ask is whether it is still beneficial to augment every node to accommodate an additional link for constructing the enhanced hypercube. To give an answer, we define the cost function and compute the cost-effectiveness measure of enhanced hypercubes in the following.

A. Cost-Effectiveness Measure

Assume that the package for nodes is not pin limited; then, a simple cost function for hypercubes may be defined [10] as

\[ \text{cost} = C_{pe} \times \text{nodes} + C_{nl} \times \text{links} + C_{cc} \times \text{connections} \]  

(8)

where \( C_{pe}, C_{nl}, \) and \( C_{cc} \) are the unit costs of a processing element (i.e., node), a node link, and a communication connection, respectively. Here, we are interested in the case where the number of node links is the same as the number of communication connections (i.e., every available link is used). Since mean internode distance is more critical to network performance than diameter, as in [13], we adopt the product of cost and \( D_{mean} \) as a realistic cost–performance measure. A smaller value of the cost–performance measure is better.

To show the cost-effectiveness of enhanced hypercubes, we define the cost–performance ratio of regular hypercubes to enhanced hypercubes, represented by \( \eta \). The case of \( \eta > 1 \) means that the enhanced hypercube is more cost-effective.

The upper half in Table II shows \( \eta \) of various enhanced hypercubes when \( g = 1.0, 1.2, \) and 1.5 under the assumption that a processing element costs 10 times as much as a node link or a communication connection. Although the assumption is fairly conservative (because \( C_{pe} \) is normally far larger than \( C_{nl} \) and \( C_{cc} \)), it still leads to the result that \( \eta \)'s are always no less than 1.

The lower half in Table II gives \( \eta \) obtained under the assumption that the unit cost for a processing element is 100 times the cost of a node link, whose cost is 10 times that of a communication
TABLE II
THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF ENHANCED HYPERCUBES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit cost ratio</th>
<th>Locality (g)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>(system size = 2^n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpe = 10×Cpe</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cad = Cad</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpe = 100×Cpe</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cad = Cad</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

connection. This more realistic assumption results in \(\eta\) exceeding 1 for all the cases of interest (note that a larger cost ratio yields a bigger \(\eta\)). Consequently, enhanced hypercubes are preferable structures in the practical environments where reference locality is not extremely heavy (i.e., \(g \leq 1.5\)).

B. Implementation Issues

Algorithm C is employed for node-to-node routing in an enhanced hypercube. For an underpopulated hypercube, in addition to making skips through unused links, modifiecations at each node to install the new routing mechanism are necessary. If routing is microprogram controlled, the modifications require simply a new set of control code. If it is hardwired, an interface to bridge the gap between Algorithm A and Algorithm C is needed. The interface serves to check whether a newly generated message has to make a traversal over the skip, when the message is first generated; it does not need to take care of pass-through traffic.

Suppose that the skip is connected to port \(w (\geq n)\). When a newly generated message is to be sent over the skip, the lower \(n−k\) bits of its tag are complemented and bit \(w\) (corresponding to the skip port number) of the tag is set to 1, before being forwarded to the communication part, where the hardwired control would first route the message to port \(w\). This requires a change on the hardwired control to make it examine bit \(w\) of the tag first. Such a change is simple because the control is designed to handle the extreme case where all ports are utilized. Therefore, to build an enhanced hypercube from a regular hypercube with unused ports is practically feasible.

While the cost-effective measure indicates that it is worthwhile to construct enhanced hypercubes even at the expense of augmenting each node to accommodate an additional link, in certain instances, to augment a node may be prohibitive because of the pin limitation or other constraints. For these situations, an enhanced hypercube cannot be constructed from a regular hypercube with no unused ports available.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A hypercube with extra connections added between pairs of nodes, dubbed an enhanced hypercube, has been investigated. Extra connections, called skips, can frequently be made by utilizing unused links left at each node in a real system, because each node is manufactured with a fixed number of links that permit the construction of maximum allowable sizes. An enhanced hypercube requires essentially the same simple routing algorithm for regular hypercubes, making it easy for us to modify existing as well as future systems.

The criterion for making skips in hypercubes is to reduce a performance measure of interest as much as possible. The performance measures treated in this paper include diameter, mean internode distance, and traffic density over links. Optimal enhanced hypercubes with respect to any one of these measures are discussed and they always yield a respectable performance improvement. For example, under uniform traffic distributions, it is found that pairs of farthest nodes are connected so as to most reduce mean internode distance. As a result, the diameter is reduced by one half or so, and mean internode distance and traffic density are by noticeable amounts (e.g., by 17% and 25%, respectively, in a system with 1024 nodes). Under nonuniform traffic distributions, however, the two connected nodes need not lie farthest apart to have the largest reduction in mean internode distance. When the degree of reference locality increases, optimal skips would be established between pairs of closer nodes. As an enhanced hypercube enjoys several advantages, it appears profitable even for hypercube systems without unused links to augment each node so as to accommodate an extra link, especially when reference locality is not extremely severe (e.g., \(g \leq 1.5\)).

In general, if skips are made over pairs of nodes with \(k = 0\) for an even dimensional hypercube, and with \(k = 1\) for an odd dimensional hypercube, the improvement rates in mean internode distance and traffic density would be equal or close to the maximum ones, as long as reference locality is not extremely high (i.e., \(g \leq 1.5\)). Consequently, when \(n\) is even (or odd), creating a skip between a pair of nodes with \(k = 0\) (or 1) can improve system performance optimally or near-optimally. Making skips this way is fairly promising and is recommended in general-purpose hypercubes, where the traffic distributions vary. This always leads to the maximum possible reduction in diameter (by approximately 50%), which makes possible a considerably faster broadcast operation, because a message can be broadcast at the same time along two opposite directions after a copy of the message reaches the farthest node (from the originating node through a skip).

Due to the presence of additional links, mapping processes onto nodes in an enhanced hypercube would be different from that in a regular hypercube, since far apart nodes now become nearby. It appears interesting to investigate the efficient mapping of processes to nodes in enhanced hypercubes. Different optimal structures may result when another performance measure (e.g., visit ratios) or practicality is of the uppermost concern. They...
may adopt the proposed simple routing algorithm and provide reasonable performance improvements. It is also possible to add multiple extra connections to each node with a hope to further improve system performance, if multiple unused links are available at each node. The resulting hypercube is expected to need a more complex routing algorithm.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: The hypercube of interest has a skip between \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} \cdots x_0)\) and \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k-1} \cdots x_0)\). Suppose a message is to be transmitted from \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} \cdots x_0)\) to \((a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0)\). Assume the message is at a node \((b_{n-1} \cdots b_{n-k} b_{n-k-1} \cdots b_0)\) after \(r\) traversals. Let the total number of differing bits between \(a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k}\) and \(b_{n-1} \cdots b_0\) be \(m_0^r\), and between \(a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0\) and \(b_{n-k-1} \cdots b_0\) be \(m_k^r\).

I) \(m_0^r > \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\): The message is transmitted to \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} x_{n-k-1} \cdots x_0)\) through the skip, as described by the routing algorithm. Now, \(m_0^r\) changes to a value less than or equal to \(\lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\) and \(m_k^r = m_0^r\) (because the leftmost \(k\) bits are unchanged). At that node, if the message takes the skip again, it returns back to the original node; so the message should take a regular link, as described by the routing algorithm. After taking the regular link, the message reaches a node with either \(m_0^r = m_0^r - 1\) and \(m_k^r = m_k^r\), or \(m_0^r = m_k^r\) and \(m_k^r = m_0^r - 1\).

Consider the case of \(m_0^r = m_0^r - 1\) and \(m_k^r = m_k^r\) first. Since \(m_0^r < \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\), the message should take a regular link there; otherwise, it will be directed to a node with \(m_k^r \geq \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\), an increased value. Similarly, for the case of \(m_0^r = m_k^r\) and \(m_k^r = m_0^r\), \(m_0^r\) would become greater than \(\lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\) if the message takes the skip there. Hence, a regular link should be taken to avoid increasing \(m_0^r\).

By the same token, we can show that the message has to make the \(j\)th traversal, for all \(j \geq 1\), along a regular link, as described by the routing algorithm, and the traversed path would be the shortest possible since each traversal effectively corrects one differing bit between the source address and the destination address. A message over a shortest path to its destination would pass through only one skip.

II) \(m_0^r \leq \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\): This situation can easily be proved that no skip traversal is required for a message to reach its destination along a shortest path. The theorem is thus proved.

Proof of Theorem 2: Since the diameter is the maximum distance between any two nodes, we can obtain the diameter of an enhanced hypercube by examining what kind of nodes are farthest away from a given node.

There is a skip between every pair of nodes, \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} x_{n-k-1} \cdots x_0)\) and \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} \cdots x_0)\), in an enhanced hypercube with a given \(k\). Assume that the node \((a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k} a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0)\) is one of the farthest nodes from node \(S = (x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} \cdots x_0)\). Then, it is easy to see that its most significant \(k\) bits, \(a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k}\), must be equal to \(x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k}\), no matter whether the skip of node \(S\) is used or not. Now consider the remaining \((n - k)\) bits of the two nodes’ addresses. Suppose there are \(l\) differing bits between \(a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0\) and \(x_{n-k-1} \cdots x_0\). Due to the existence of the skip, the distance from node \(S\) to \((x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0)\) equals \(\min(l, 1 + n - k - l)\), which is maximum when \(l = \lceil (1 + n - k)/2 \rceil = \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\).

The maximum distance between node \((a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k} a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0)\) and node \(S\) is the maximum number of differing bits between \(a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k} a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0\) and \(x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} x_{n-k-1} \cdots x_0\), which is equivalent to the maximum number of differing bits between \(a_{n-1} \cdots a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0\) and \(x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} \cdots x_0\), plus the maximum number of differing bits between \(a_{n-k-1} \cdots a_0\) and \(x_{n-k-1} \cdots x_0\), which in turn equals \(k + \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\). Thus, the diameter of the enhanced hypercube is \(k + \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\).

Proof of Theorem 3: Let the originating node be \(X = (x_{n-1} \cdots x_0)\). There is a skip connecting node \(X\) and node \(X' = (x_{n-1} \cdots x_{n-k} \cdots x_0)\). Assume that we know that during the first \(k\) steps, all the nodes with \(k\) bits differing from \(X\) receive the message and keep a copy, while nodes \(X'\) receive the message and keep a copy, as does node \(X\). After that, the message is broadcast along two opposite directions simultaneously, i.e., nodes with \(k + 2, k + 3, \cdots, k + \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\) bits differing from \(X\) receive the message and keep a copy step by step, and at the same time, nodes with \(n - 1, n - 2, \cdots, n - \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil - 1\) bits differing from \(X\) also take the same action.

It is obvious that no node keeps duplicated copies of the message if the broadcast process can stop altogether after performing a total of \(n\) broadcast steps along the two directions. The process is controlled by the value of \(count\) in the tag. Note that \(count\) is decreased (by one) only when the message is broadcast, and is unchanged when it is forwarded. The initial value of \(count\) in the tag of a message through a regular link of \(X\) is \(c\), and the skip of \(X\) is \(c'\). So, there are \(c\) broadcast steps starting from \(X\) (including \(X\) itself) along one direction together with \(c'\) broadcast steps starting from \(X\) (including \(X\) itself) along the other direction before the process stops. The total number of steps along both directions is \(c + c' = n\). Every node thus accepts the message exactly once. Since \(c\) is no less than \(c'\), to broadcast a message in the enhanced hypercube takes \(c = k + \lceil (n - k)/2 \rceil\) steps, equal to its diameter.
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